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In education, the days pass slowly as the years fly by. I don’t think this was ever truer than 

during the pandemic.  
 
Entering into a new leadership role amidst a global pandemic was never something I had 
envisioned. At the start, my focus was on staying connected with staff, students and our 

community. It meant helping students learn how to connect their MiFi devices and distributing 
hundreds of hunger relief kits. It meant humility and empathy. 
 
I realized the importance of strong communication and connectedness. The hardest part of 

leading in the pandemic was the loss of the micro-connecting we do each day as principals. From 
quick exchanges with parents while opening car doors in the loop to catching up with staff 
during daily morning walk-throughs and shooting hoops with students during recess, I pride 
myself on being present and connected as a school-based leader. My principal and I sent out 

school communication to parents and staff on a daily basis, because the landscape was constantly 
changing. As we settled into our new normal, we drew back the frequency of communication, 
providing comprehensive weekly updates for families, packaged as a one-stop shop for 
information to drive the week. In communities where language was a barrier, we used apps that 

translated short messages. By sending out sound bites with important information, families not 
only stayed connected and tuned into the quickly changing landscape, but also felt valued by the 
available information in their target language.  
 

Leadership in a pandemic also taught me the importance of meeting peoples’ basic needs first. I 
held regular lunch bunches with students on Zoom and called parents to ask how we could help. I 
had an open-door policy with staff, providing calm compassion in the midst of fear for the 
future.  

 
I am filled with hope for the future. I’m reminded every day why I love this job. It’s the people 
that get me out of bed, even on the darkest of days. I can’t wait to use these lessons to help me 
forge ahead into the light of a new day.  

  
 
 
 


